Abstract-In computing the optical flow. Horn and Schunck's method which is a representative algorithm is based on differentiation. But it is difficult to estimate the velocity for a large displacement by this algorithm. To cope with this problem multigrid method has been proposed. In this paper, we have proposed a scaled multigrid algorithm which the initial flow for a level is calculated by the summation of the optimally scaled flow and error flow. The optimally scaled flow is the scaled expanded flow of the previous level, which can generate an estimated second image having the least RMS error with respect to the original second image, and the error flow is the flow vetween the estimated second image (generated by the optimally scaled flow) and the original second image. The flow for this level is then estimated using the original first and second images and the initial flow for that level. From among the various coarsest starting levels of the multigrid algorithm, we select the one that finally gives the best estimated flow. Better results were achieved using our proposed method compared with Horn and Schunck's method and a conventional multigrid algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
THERE are many different methods for calculating an optical flow field. [1] discusses several of these methods, and suggests that most methods of calculating optical flow can be broken into three general stages of processing. First, the image is prefiltered to extract signals of interest and to reduce or smooth image noise. Second, basic image structures such as image derivatives are extracted from the image data.
The measurement of optical flow, which is a 2D motion or velocity field, is a fundamental problem in computer vision with a variety of applications. For instance, 3D motion and structure can be inferred from 2D velocity fields (or 2D displacement fields). Motion detection and object segmentation, computing the focus of expansion and time to collision, and computing stereo disparity are among other important uses of optical flow [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Two main approaches have been proposed for determining optical flow: intensity-based methods, and methods based on the matching of tokens, such as zerocrossings or other high-level features [7, 8] . One of the subclasses of intensity-based algorithms is comprised of differential methods which exploit the relationship between velocity and spatio-temporal gradients in the image brightness [9] [10] [11] [12] . Horn and Schunck's method [10] is a well-known algorithm of this type, and is the method we employ here to compute optical flow. In this method, the optical flow field is assumed to vary smoothly as a function of the image coordinate vector, and as a result, flow of images with large displacements may converge to give an incorrect solution. To address this problem, multiscale determination of optical flow has been considered by many researchers. In this approach, the essentially unsmoothed intensity variations at a fine level become smoothed at a coarser level, thus satisfying the smoothness constraint. Multigrid relaxation methods utilize a continuity of velocity through a hierarchy of resolution levels P , P ଵ , •••••, P ) [14] . The corresponding number of pixels is h ൏ h ଵ ൏ ····· ൏ h . We assume that the grid points of each level are uniformly distributed and the ratio of the number of pixels of adjacent levels is a multiple of four, i. e., h ୩ାଵ : h ୩ ൌ 4 ‫‬ 1. We can classify these multiscale determination procedures into homogeneous methods and a nonhomogeneous one. Homogeneous methods estimate the optical flow using a hierarchy of resolution grids and a solution process that is the same for all points in the image [13] [14] [15] , while a non-homogeneous method that employs different weighting factors to expand the flow for a finer level has also been proposed [16] . Other relevant work can found in [17] [18] [19] .
II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Our algorithm consists of the following step: the estimated image is obtained by shifting the first image pixels according to the estimated flow;
Build the image pyramid (
Start with the coarsest level i ൌ m. value for this level is considered to be equal to zero (S ୧ ൌ 0). Go to step 5. STEP 3:
Find the best estimated second image which has the smallest RMS error with respect to the real second image by changing the scale (1≤α≤3.3) of the flow s ୧ , and thus obtain the optimally scaled flow α ‫כ‬ s ୧ ‫כ(‬ ‫‬indicates the optimal factor). STEP 4:
Using the estimated second image mapped by α ‫כ‬ s ୧ , compute the flow (s ୣ ) between the estimated and read second images. Obtain the initial flow S ୧ by adding
Compute the flow ( S ୧ ) for level L ୧ by using the original first and second images and with initial flow S ୧ . If i=M then stop. STEP 6:
Expand the flow (S ୧ ) to (S ୧ାଵ ) for the next fine level (P ୧ାଵ ). In this expansion. Flow S ୧ is copied only to the horizontally and vertically odd coordinates of s ୧ାଵ and other coordinates are interpolated. Increase i by one and go to step 3.
When we make a finer image we apply the best scaling factor fiving an estimated second image with the smallest RMS error between that image and the real second image:
where ρ ଶ ሺx, yሻ and ρ ො ଶ ሺx, yሻ are the actual and estimated images.
In the above procedure, the preliminary processing consists of building an image pyramid with a 2:1 resolution for the first and the second images. To estimate the flow we used only two images without filtering them. The coarser versions of these images were obtained by local four-point averaging. Expansion and the generation of estimated images was done using bilinear interpolation. The methods procedure is described in following steps as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For comparative evaluation, we applied Horn and Schunck's method, a standard multigrid method, and our proposed algorithm to of real sequential images (see Fig.  2 ).
A. Hamburg Taxi sequence
Hamburg Taxi are shown in Fig. 2 (a) whose sizes are both 128ൈ 128. We make the No. 3 the base first image. Hamburg Taxi has motions of about four pixels left and three pixels up at the center, and about 2.5 degrees of right-handed rotation. Fig. 3 shows the Estimated flow between frame numbers 3 and 6 ((1)'s, and estimated image No. 3 ((2)'s), using three optical flow.
(a) Horn & Schunck's method
(b) Multigrid method
(c) Proposed method 
B. Rubic cube sequence
In this sequence (21 frames, 256ൈ240) a Rubic's cube is rotating counter-clockwise on a turntable. The velocities induced by the rotating of the cube are less than 2 pixels / frame. We work with the center parts (128ൈ128) of frames No. 1-18 with considering frame No. 1 as the first image and others as the second image. Fig. 4 shows the Estimated flow between frame numbers 1 and 18 ((1)'s, and estimated image No. 18 ((2)'s), using three optical flow.
(c) Proposed method can be expressed by their correlation, also. So we use these factors to evaluate the methods.
are the actual and estimated images of size M ൈ N. The comparison of three methods using RMS error and correlation between the original and the estimated second images for Hamburg Taxi, Rubic cube, and SRI tree sequences are shown in TABLE I, Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. According to these comparisons here also, generally, the better results belong to the proposed algorithm, especially for image pairs which contains large displacements. Figs. 3, 4 , and 5 show the estimated flows for selected image pairs of mentioned sequences, using three optical flow methods. images for SRI tree sequence using RMS error, and correlation.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced as a criterion for evaluating optical flow the RMS error between the estimated second image (obtained from the first image and the estimated flow) and the real (original) second image. Based on this criterion, we have developed a new algorithm which is an improvement on the multigrid method. The algorithm calculates the error flow between the estimated and real second images, adds it to the scaled expanded flow of the previous level, and sets this summation as the initial flow for the present level flow calculation. Using this initial value, the flow for the present level is calculated using Horn and Schunck's method. The scaling range was set between one and the root of ten, although in our experiments the scales that gave the best (the least RMS error) results never exceeded 2.3. Working with two kinds of synthetic and real image sequences with known and unknown flows, we could achieve better results using our proposed algorithm in comparison with those obtained using the Horn and Schunck or standard multigrid methods. Based on the proposed evaluation criterion, we may be able to further improve the algorithm by changing adaptively the coarsest starting levels (m) of the multigrid method. In this paper, we evaluated purely the improvement by the optimal scaling in the standard multigrid method.
